
SHAMROCK MODEL OF FLEXIBILITY

The concept of Shamrock Organisations was outlined by Irish academic Charles Handy This organisational culture
model can be used to map the structure of a These are generally part-time and flexible workers, and often have little
career .

The second leaf consists of the contractual fringe and may include individuals who once worked for the
organization but now supply services to it. The third leaf comprises the contingent work force, whose
employment derives from the external demand for the organisation's products. Examples are shoppers who
bag their own groceries and purchasers of assemble-it-yourself furniture. They frequently telecommute. These
are generally part-time and flexible workers, and often have little career path or scope for development within
the company. Outsourcing can be used for peripheral activities such as catering and, less commonly, for
mission-critical ones such as IT services. From the shamrock to the Triple I, Charles Handy has led the debate.
These were the type of organisation most readily associated with service industries. B is the opposite and C is
one rooted in McGregor speak. He anticipated that certain forms of organisation would become dominant. The
first part, or leaf, represents the core staff of the organization. They are paid in fees for results rather than in
salary for time. In his book The Age of Unreason he uses the shamrock design to demonstrate three types of
people linked to the organisation with different expectations and managed and rewarded differently. This
group may include individuals who formerly worked for the company â€” part of the core or peripheral
workers â€” but now provide contractual services to the organisation. This model enables precision when
grouping members of staff, and also serves to establish which areas of the organisation do not require a large
volume of human resources or investment. At times of great threat to the survival of the nation, however,
power flows to the executive arm, so that the president has complete authority over the armed forces as
commander-in-chief. Handy defines the shamrock organisation as a 'core of essential executives and workers
supported by outside contractors and part-time help'. They are essential to the continuity and growth of the
organisation. Lots of companies that make things use the same model and have the manufacturing done
outside the US. The same, Handy suggests, should happen with the new-style company. No benefits are paid
by the core organisation, and the worker carries the risk of insecurity. These people are likely to be highly
trained professionals who make up the senior management. One way for achieving numerical flexibility is
described by Handy's shamrock core employees who have critical and scarce skills - they deliver the core
competencies of the firm. It does not dictate terms or short-term decisions. What he is advocating in fact is
some notion of the federal organisation, built on the principle of subsidiarity. This leaf is defined by the
consumer base doing a degree of work for the company, which is the reality for the aforementioned IKEA who
sell flat-packed furniture, as the consumers undergo the construction of their own purchases. Handy also
considered adding "customers" as a fourth leaf because in many service organisations customers are asked to
do some of the work e. Everyone else from the directors to the actors to the costumers, cameramen and limo
drivers are contract employees. In such organisations, the demands on personnel management are large. They
could hire an online advertising agency, get website design and hosting from Amazon, and have HR and
payroll functions outsourced. Their pay is tied to organisational performance and their relations will be more
like those among the partners in a professional firm than those among superiors and subordinates in today's
large corporation. The third leaf includes the flexible labour force. An HR person in a biotech firm is in a
precarious position, but someone who is delivering HR services in an HR-outsourcing firm can count on more
stability. The flexible workforce makes the business more responsive to change. Suppliers contractual fringe
such as contractors, temporary and self-employed staff with the general skills needed. This places a large
degree of trust in its core professionals and other knowledge workers. These three different groups of workers
had different expectations, and were managed and rewarded differently. These workers are becoming
increasing less dominant. Copyright - Triple A Learning. Interface workers flexible labour force are low
skilled and form a buffer in relation to fluctuations in demand. The second leaf consists of the contractual
fringe â€” individuals or other organisations â€” and may include people who once worked for the
organisation but now provide it with services. Due to the semi-permanent nature of their role, their job carries
an inherent risk of insecurity.


